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ABSTRACT Sentiment analysis is a widely researched area due to its various applications in customer
services, brand monitoring, and market research. Automatic sentiment classification is an important but
challenging task. Contrary to the English language, sentiment analysis for low-resource languages like
Urdu is an under-explored research area. Most of the work on sentiment analysis in the Urdu language
is domain-dependent where models are mostly trained and tested on the same dataset on limited domains.
However, sentiments in different domains are expressed differently, and manually annotating the datasets
for all possible domains is unfeasible. Training a sentiment classifier using annotated data on one domain
and testing it on another domain results in poor performance as the terms appearing in the source domain
(training data)might not appear in the target (testing data) domain. In this paper, we present a baselinemethod
for cross-domain sentiment analysis in the Urdu language using two different domains. Feature extraction
is performed using n-grams and word embedding techniques. Sentiment classification is performed using
machine learning and deep learning classifiers. The proposed method achieves an accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 scores of 0.77, 0.83, 0.68, and 0.75, respectively.
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INDEX TERMS Cross-domain sentiment analysis, deep learning, urdu language processing, feature
engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION16

In this technology-driven era, online social networks (OSNs)17

such as Twitter and Facebook are actively involved in18

enabling global connectivity. Users freely consume and gen-19

erate information that leads towards precedent amounts of20

data [1]. Due to the explosion of this data, the internet21

has become a huge dynamic repository of public views22

on a large variety of topics or genres (movie reviews,23

sports reviews, electronic reviews, etc.) [2]. Sentiment clas-24

sification has become a key enabler of opinion summa-25

rization and extraction that automatically categorizes the26

sentiment in a piece of text on any topic or entity [3].27

Some examples of such content include merchandise buyers,28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Xinyu Du .

product reviews, hotel customers, etc. The emotional ten- 29

dency exhibited by categorizing sentiment polarity can 30

be a helpful indicator of consumer behavior and opin- 31

ions leading to improved efficiency in information shar- 32

ing among users and improved business services and 33

solutions [4]. 34

Sentiment analysis (SA) is performed at different levels 35

i.e., document level, sentence level, and aspect level. In the 36

document level SA, the whole document is considered as a 37

basic unit, discussing a single topic. The whole document is 38

considered positive if there are more positive sentences than 39

negative sentences and vice versa.Whereas sentence level SA 40

categorizes the sentiment in each sentence as positive, nega- 41

tive, or neutral. The aspect level SA is a more fine-grained 42

analysis that classifies the sentiments based on the aspects 43

that are already identified [5]. 44
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For reviews of a particular domain, the annotated instances45

of that domain can be trained to build a standard machine46

learning (ML) classifier. The process of annotation refers to47

assigning each instance with a sentiment polarity label. The48

trained classifier can predict the polarity of new reviews of49

that domain [6] reasonably well depending on the quality50

and availability of the labeled data. However, this process of51

manually annotating the content is unfeasible.52

As per existing research studies, SA can be categorized53

as multi-domain SA [5], [7], [8], Cross Domain Sentiment54

Analysis (CDSA) [9], [10], bilingual SA [11], [12], and55

multilingual SA [13], [14]. In multi-domain SA, the dataset56

is collected from multiple genres, and training and testing57

of models are performed on the same dataset. In CDSA, the58

dataset from one domain, generally having a large amount59

of labeled data, is used to train the classifier, which can then60

be used to predict the sentiments of a different but related61

domain, generally having little available labeled data, hence62

minimizing the effort of manually annotating the dataset.63

Thus, there has been growing interest in exploring effective64

ways to reuse labeled reviews across different domains. Here,65

a domain is referred to as a collection of reviews that belong66

to a particular product [15]. In bilingual and multilingual67

SA, the sentiment classification is performed using a dataset68

comprising two and more languages respectively.69

At present, the main methods for sentiment classification70

include lexicon-based methods, ML methods, and combined71

methods. ML approach uses traditional methods such as72

Naïve Bayes (NB) and deep learning (DL) methods. The73

lexicon-based methods depend on the construction of a senti-74

ment lexicon that is developed by selecting appropriate senti-75

ment words. The combined methods use both lexicon-based76

and ML approaches [16].77

Being an active area of research, researchers have pro-78

posed many methods for SA. However, these methods have79

experimented with resource-rich languages like English and80

Chinese. In Natural Language Processing (NLP), a lan-81

guage is known as a resource-rich language, if there are82

enough resources, i.e., corpus and lexicons, for the NLP83

research community whereas the languages with limited84

resources are known as low-resource languages [17]. Con-85

sidering CDSA, there are very few studies on resource-rich86

as well as low-resource languages like Urdu, Hindi, and87

Bengali. 100 million people around the world speak Urdu88

language [5]. Urdu is the national language of Pakistan and89

is frequently spoken medium in numerous states of India.90

In OSNs, many native Urdu speakers use different platforms91

like YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter to express their opin-92

ions, emotions, and feelings using Urdu script and Roman93

Urdu (Latin script). Consequently, it is crucial to perform SA94

of Urdu script to grasp the feelings, emotions, and opinions95

of native Urdu speakers [7]. Existing works on Urdu SA [18],96

[19], [20], [21] rely on the availability and quality of labeled97

data. Many researchers performed SA in Urdu by annotating98

the dataset on a single domain or multiple domains. How-99

ever, manual labeling of explosively growing data is very100

impractical. To the best of our knowledge, no work has been 101

done on CDSA for the Urdu language, using Urdu script. 102

So, there is a need to develop such models that are flexible 103

enough to train on one domain and predict the sentiments in 104

another domain, minimizing the time and effort in manually 105

annotating the dataset. To overcome this problem, the main 106

aim of this study is to develop models that can adapt across 107

domains and minimize the manual labeling effort. This paper 108

presents a baseline method for CDSA in the Urdu language 109

and performs classification tasks using ML and DL methods. 110

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as 111

follows: 112

• Development of annotated datasets for two different but 113

related domains i.e., cricket and football. A total of 114

9221 tweets are collected from Twitter in this regard. 115

Out of these tweets, 6221 belong to the cricket domain 116

while the remaining 3000 tweets belong to the football 117

domain. 118

• Extraction of n-gram features at both the word level 119

and character level. Moreover, for DL methods, word 120

embedding is generated using the one-hot encoder. 121

• Use of five ML classifiers, Bernoulli Naïve Bayes 122

(BNB), multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), logistic 123

regression (LR), random forest (RF), and linear support 124

vector classifier (SVC) for the task of CDSA. Moreover, 125

three DL models i.e., recurrent neural network (RNN), 126

long short term memory (LSTM), and gated recur- 127

rent unit (GRU) are also used for the classification of 128

sentiments. 129

• To the best of our knowledge, no study exists on CDSA 130

for the Urdu language. Therefore, this study presents a 131

baseline method for CDSA and evaluates the proposed 132

method using four evaluation measures i.e., accuracy, 133

precision, recall, and F1-score. A DL model is also 134

developed that is adaptable to handle other domains. 135

• Use of two existing, widely used, standard Urdu datasets 136

to validate the proposed predictive model. 137

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 138

presents the literature survey followed by Section III that 139

explains the research methodology of this study. Section IV 140

presents the experimental setup and explains the results and 141

discussion. Section V concludes the research. 142

II. RELATED WORK 143

Research in the field of SA has received increasing attraction 144

lately andmany studies have been conducted in this field. The 145

following section discusses different studies on SA using the 146

lexicon-based approach, ML approach, and DL approach. 147

A. LEXICON-BASED APPROACH 148

Mukhtar et al. [22] perform SA in Urdu language using 149

a lexicon-based approach by enhancing an existing SA 150

lexicon and introducing context-dependent words in it. 151

These words are used with or without conjunctions. More- 152

over, the authors develop rules to assign sentiments to 153

these context-dependent words and these rules are further 154
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combined with a sentiment analyzer. The results show a155

significant performance improvement of the Urdu sentiment156

analyzer from 83% to 89%. Hossein et al. [23] introduce a157

lexicon-based method for SA in the Persian language using158

a dataset of mobile reviews. The authors extract the aspects159

from the reviews using the combination of ’noun adjective’160

pair or ’nouns adverbs adjective’ pair using a lexicon. They161

also consider the impact of intensifiers on the reviews and162

present a visual summary of aspects in the reviews. The163

proposed method outperforms the previous studies in terms164

of accuracy. Aye and Aung [24] perform SA on the Myanmar165

language using a lexicon-based approach using a dataset of166

500 restaurant reviews collected from OSNs. The authors167

develop a lexicon using a dictionary-based approach. They168

identify sentiment targets and assign polarity to the respective169

sentiments of the targets. The identification of aspect terms170

is context-independent. The performance of the automatic171

polarity extraction method is compared with manually anno-172

tated reviews. Results of the proposed technique show high173

accuracy.174

Alqaryouti et al. [25] perform aspect-based SA using lexi-175

con and rule-based approaches in the Arabic language. The176

authors discuss the aspect categories based on the stan-177

dards provided by mobile companies. They extract implicit178

and explicit aspects from the lexicons, match the opinion179

words and aspects with the lexicon to find the category of180

the aspects, and assign the polarity of the opinion words181

using lexicons based on devised rules. The proposed method182

achieves an accuracy of 93%. Ibrahim et al. [26] develop a183

lexicon to perform the SA of idioms in the Arabic lan-184

guage. The authors collect data manually through APIs con-185

sisting of proverbs, idioms, phrases, etc., and annotate it186

through different annotators. The developed lexicon consists187

of four columns, i.e., proverbs/idioms, English translation of188

proverbs, BuckWalter, and polarity. They detect the proverbs189

using bi-grams to six-grams and similarity between two texts190

is determined using cosine similarity and the Levenshtein191

distance algorithm. In the extraction phase, heuristic rules are192

used to classify sentiments to avoid redundancy. To detect193

polarity, positive proverbs are replaced by positive phrases,194

and negative proverbs are replaced by negative phrases. The195

results show an accuracy of 81.60% when the n-gram model196

is used with cosine similarity, an accuracy of 86.12% when197

n-gram is used with the edit distance algorithm, and an198

accuracy of 98.62% when n-gram, cosine similarity, and edit199

distance are used collectively.200

B. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH201

Mehmood et al. [18] propose a novel feature spamming202

approach to assign weights to terms in Roman Urdu which203

helps to extract the most relevant and useful information204

from data. Firstly, they identify important features using term205

utility criteria (used to assign higher scores to significant206

topics and vice versa). Furthermore, these distinctive features207

are spammed using spamming factor which is adjusted by208

user-defined hyperparameters while the weights of all other209

features are not changed. Different ML classifiers are used 210

for evaluation and results are compared to the state-of-the-art 211

features weighting schemes. The feature spamming approach 212

produces the best results as compared to the state-of-the-art 213

schemes. Mehmood et al. [27] develop a publicly available 214

dataset for Roman Urdu comprising 11000 reviews from six 215

different domains. Moreover, the authors extract the features 216

from the dataset based on word grams, character grams, 217

and the union of both. At the character level, experiments 218

are performed including and excluding word boundaries, 219

respectively. Additionally, they also extract feature unions 220

based on best-performing features in the character-gram and 221

word grams. To improve the performance of the system, they 222

select the three best ML classifiers to form an ensemble 223

classifier that uses voting and weighted voting techniques. 224

Furthermore, they apply LSTM and CNN DL classifiers over 225

the entire dataset to further enhance the system performance. 226

T-tests are applied to show the statistical significance of the 227

proposed approach. 228

Noor et al. [21] perform SA in Roman Urdu for automo- 229

bile reviews by extracting features from the data using the bag 230

of words model and then assigning Term frequency-inverse 231

document frequency (TF-IDF) weights to these features. 232

For experimentation purposes, SVM with linear kernel and 233

the cubic kernel is used. Moreover, one-vs-all and one-vs- 234

one techniques are used to perform ternary classification. 235

SVM cubic kernel outperforms linear kernel in multi-class 236

classification. Bibi et al. [28] propose a technique to perform 237

SA in the Urdu language using tweets. Features are extracted 238

from the data using POS tags i.e., adjectives and count of posi- 239

tive and negative words in a sentence.Moreover, the proposed 240

methodology is evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. The 241

decision table is applied to extracted features achieving an 242

accuracy of 90%. Although the proposed method produces 243

good results, the size of the corpus is very small and some 244

other important POS tags like nouns, verbs, etc. are not 245

considered during the feature extraction process. 246

Khan and Malik [29] perform binary sentiment classifi- 247

cation on automobile reviews in Roman Urdu by extracting 248

features at the word level from the dataset using the String- 249

ToWordVector filter. Moreover, different ML and DL algo- 250

rithms are applied to check the performance of the system. 251

These algorithms include Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), 252

DT, RF, MNB, bagging classifier, AdaBoost, SVM, KNN, 253

etc. MNB outperforms all the classifiers in terms of preci- 254

sion, recall, and F-measure. Although the achieved results are 255

good, the proposed system is limited to handle only positive 256

and negative reviews and the corpus standardization is also a 257

major issue. Mukhtar et al. [30] perform a statistical evalua- 258

tion of classifiers in Urdu SA. Naïve Bayes multinomial text, 259

IBK, KNN, LibSVM, J48, and PART classifiers are trained 260

on the dataset to check the performance of the best classifier 261

and IBK performs best as compared to all other classifiers. 262

The best three out of the five classifiers are selected for 263

statistical comparison. Furthermore, Kappa statistics, McNe- 264

mar’s test, and root mean square error, are used to check the 265
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effectiveness of classifiers. Kappa statistics are performed to266

check interrater annotatability. McNemar’s test is applied to267

check themarginal frequencies of the rows and columns. Root268

mean square error is used to identify the error between the269

tested class and the predicted class. For these statistical tests,270

IBK still outperforms the other classifiers.271

C. DEEP LEARNING APPROACH272

Khan et al. [19] perform SA on Urdu language using a273

dataset comprising multiple domains including beverages,274

movies sports, politics, etc. Rule-based, ML, and DL275

approaches are used for the classification of the text. More-276

over, multilingual BERT (mBERT) is also fine-tuned for the277

multi-class classification. The proposed study uses four text278

representations i.e., char-gram, n-gram, BERT word embed-279

ding, and fastText for the training of models. mBERT outper-280

forms all methods with an F1-score of 81%. Khan et al. [31]281

perform SA for English and Roman Urdu using the DL282

method. The authors evaluate the performance of different283

word embedding and a DL model architecture is proposed284

that comprises two layers. LSTM is used to capture the285

long-term dependency of the words and the CNN layer is used286

for the feature extraction. For categorizing the sentiments of287

the text, the features learned by CNN and LSTM are passed288

to different ML classifiers. Experiments are performed on289

four different datasets using the proposed CNN-LSTMwhich290

outperforms the state-of-the-art methods with a 5% increase291

in accuracy.292

Chandio et al. [20] propose a recurrent DL architecture293

RU-BiLSTM for Roman Urdu SA to handle the high294

dimensionality and sparsity of textual data. This recurrent295

architecture is coupledwith an attentionmechanism andword296

embedding. Moreover, the bidirectional LSTM is used to297

retain the context of the text in both directions and the atten-298

tion mechanism assists to identify on the most important fea-299

tures. Next, the binary and ternary classification is obtained300

by a dense softmax output layer. The proposed architecture301

outperforms the baseline methods with improved accuracy302

of 8%. Naqvi et al. [32] propose a framework for Urdu SA303

using DL models combined with different word representa-304

tions. The performance of LSTM, CNN, and CNN-LSTM305

DL models are evaluated, and additionally, stacked layers306

are used in sequential C-LSTM, LSTM, and BiLSTM mod-307

els by applying different filters to the convolutional layer.308

Furthermore, unsupervised self-trained and pre-trained word309

embedding is used for the SA task. BiLSTM–ATT performs310

well as compared to other DL models with 77% accuracy and311

72% F1-score. Khan et al. [7] perform SA in Urdu language312

using the DL approach to develop a dataset for Urdu lan-313

guage and evaluate the performance of various DL models.314

A comparison is established to compare the twomodes of text315

representation i.e., count-based and fastText word embed-316

dings for Urdu. Both ML and DL models are used to perform317

experiments for all features and n-gram features with LR318

perform best for the SA task with an F1 score of 82%.319

Dashtipour et al. [33] propose a SA framework in the Per- 320

sian language for hotel reviews that detects the polarity of the 321

sentence using linguistic rules and DL models. Upon pattern 322

detection, this method allows polarity to flow from words 323

to concepts based on the symbolic dependency relations. 324

Furthermore, when no pattern is detected, this method uses 325

its sub-symbolic counterpart and uses DL for sentiment clas- 326

sification. The proposed method achieves up to 15% higher 327

accuracy than the baseline methods. Li et al. [34] propose 328

a bidirectional LSTM with a self-attention mechanism and 329

multi-channel features (SAMF-BiLSTM). This approach is 330

comprised of two parts i.e., multi-channel features and a 331

self-attention mechanism. In the first phase, existing senti- 332

ment resources and linguistic knowledge are modeled, and 333

various features are extracted as input to the model. Then, 334

BiLSTM is used to extract the information regarding senti- 335

ments. Additionally, the BiLSTM-D model is also developed 336

for document-level SA. The proposed method performed 337

better than the baseline methods. 338

A comprehensive literature survey highlights that most of 339

the works on Urdu language SA are domain-dependent where 340

the annotators annotate the datasets for multiple domains. 341

However, annotating datasets for different domains is a 342

tedious as well as time-consuming process. This study applies 343

the DL model for CDSA that is flexible enough to adapt 344

to a new domain without annotation. To the best of our 345

knowledge, no work has been reported on the CDSA problem 346

for the Urdu language. 347

III. METHODOLOGY 348

This section discusses the methodology adopted to solve the 349

problem of CDSA. The architecture of the proposed method- 350

ology is illustrated in Figure 1. 351

A. DATA COLLECTION AND PREPROCESSING 352

To have a cross-domain dataset for different but related 353

domains, we develop a dataset for two domains i.e., cricket 354

and football, using the Twitter intelligence tool (TWINT) 355

library. The dataset comprises a total of 9221 sentences 356

out of which 6221 belong to the cricket domain while the 357

remaining 3000 belong to the football domain. To evaluate 358

the performance of our approach, two datasets are used, i.e., 359

balanced, and unbalanced. The balanced dataset comprises 360

an equal number of positive, negative, and neutral sentences. 361

The statistics for both balanced and unbalanced datasets are 362

shown in Table 1. The keywords used to search cricket and 363

football tweets are illustrated in Table 2. 364

To preprocess the dataset for annotation, (i) special char- 365

acters like @, #, $, !, (ii) hyperlinks, (iii) emoticons, 366

(iv) unwanted characters, (v) extra spaces, are removed. 367

Additional information like username, location, language, 368

sources, etc. that was collected at the time of data crawling 369

is also removed. 370

B. DATA ANNOTATION 371

The dataset is annotated with the help of three annota- 372

tors who are native speakers of the Urdu language. Firstly, 373
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TABLE 1. Statistics of the collected dataset.

FIGURE 1. Proposed methodology for cross-domain sentiment analysis.

TABLE 2. Search words.

annotation guidelines are formulated with the mutual con-374

sensus of the annotators. Next, the same dataset is anno-375

tated by two annotators. In case of a conflict among376

these annotators, the expertise of the third annotator is377

acquired to solve the conflict. The annotation guidelines378

used to annotate the dataset are discussed in the following379

subsection.380

1) ANNOTATION GUIDELINES 381

The comprehensive guidelines are formulated for data anno- 382

tation. Following guidelines are used to annotate the dataset. 383

Guidelines for positive polarity: A sentence is assigned 384

with positive polarity if it has a greater number of positive 385

sentiments as compared to negative sentiments; for instance: 386

387

Zafar Gohar is a specialist bowler and a good batsman. 388

Guidelines for negative polarity: A sentence is assigned 389

with negative polarity if it has a greater number of neg- 390

ative sentiments as compared to positive sentiments; for 391

instance: 392

393

Yes, I know, no one had trust in Sarfraz’s batting. 394

Guidelines for neutral polarity: A sentence is assigned 395

with neutral polarity if it has equal numbers of positive 396

and negative sentiment words present in a sentence or 397

if there is no sentiment word present in a sentence. For 398

instance: 399

400

Younas Khan is appointed as a batting coach for England 401

tour. 402

Interrogative and sarcastic sentences: In the collected 403

dataset, interrogative and sarcastic sentences are assigned 404

with a negative label. The main reason for assigning negative 405

polarity to these sentences is that in the case of interrogative 406

sentences there exists uncertainty about a certain event that 407

needs to be inquired about. Similarly, sarcastic sentences are 408

used to mock someone or show the exact opposite meaning 409

of what is to be said by anyone. 410

411

Is the batting coach really required in the presence of 412

Misbah? 413

414

And who has been taken in the test team to do a fashion 415

show? 416

Sentences with conjunctions: Sentences with conjunctions 417

have two clauses i.e., subsequent clause (present before con- 418

junction) and consequent clause (present after conjunction). 419

The overall sentiment of the sentence is assigned based 420

on the sentiment of the consequent clause. For example, 421

in the following example (while) is a conjunction, and the 422
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sentiment this conjunction shows is positive so the overall423

polarity of this sentence will be positive.424

425

In the Under-19 world cup, Australia and India have won426

the title three times while Pakistan has won the title twice.427

Varying perspective: Some sentences convey negative428

opinions in the context of the author and positive opinions429

in the context of the reader and vice versa. For instance:430

431

Egypt beat Congo by 2-1 in the qualifying match.432

The above-mentioned example is negative for the support-433

ers of Congo. However, it is positive for the supporters of434

Egypt. In this study, these sentences are annotated according435

to the viewpoint of readers.436

2) COHEN’s KAPPA STATISTICS437

The agreement between the annotators is measured using438

inter-rater reliability which is defined as the range up towhich439

the two annotators assign the same score to a variable [30] and440

is computed using the following equations441

Kappa =
Po −−Pe
1− Pe

(1)442

Po =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2)443

Pe =

[
(TN + FP) ∗ (TN + FN )
+ (TP + FP) ∗ (TP + FN )

]
(TP + TN + FP + FN )2

(3)444

where Po is the relative observed agreement among annota-445

tors and Pe is the hypothetical probability of chance agree-446

ment. TP, TN , FP, and FN are true positive (TP), true negative447

(TN ), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN ), respectively.448

The value of Kappa statistics for our dataset is 0.92 which449

indicates a high agreement between the two annotators.450

C. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION451

Feature extraction is a crucial step for applying452

ML classifiers. In this study, features are extracted for both453

ML classifiers and DL models. For ML classifiers, feature454

extraction is performed using a TF-IDF vectorizer. In infor-455

mation retrieval, TF describes the number of times a term456

appears in the dataset and IDF explains the importance of the457

word in the given document. Given a dataset D, word w, and458

document records d ∈ D, the equation to compute TF-IDF is459

given below [35]460

wd = f (w, d)× log
|D|

f (w,D)
(4)461

where f (w, d) is the number of times a word appears in the462

dataset, and wd shows the importance of the given term.463

For this study, uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-gram features are464

extracted. Some combination of character-gram features is465

also combined with the word gram features to perform the466

classification task.467

For DL models, numeric input is considered for the classi- 468

fication tasks, so as a part of feature engineering, the tweets 469

are transformed into one-hot vectors. It is a 1 × N vector 470

consisting of 0’s in all the cells of a vector except in a cell that 471

is used to uniquely identify a word in a document that has a 472

value of 1. For encoding, each token of the tweet is separately 473

encoded and then padded to make sure that all vectors are of 474

the same length [36]. 475

For the classification of sentiments, several classical ML 476

models i.e., MNB, BNB, LR, RF, and linear SVC and 477

RNN, LSTM, and GRU DL models are used. The details of 478

these classifiers and models are discussed in the following 479

subsections. 480

1) MULTINOMIAL Naïve BAYES 481

A term can be pivotal in determining the polarity of a doc- 482

ument that makes the MNB model a good choice for the 483

classification task. To predict the sentiment of a new doc- 484

ument, the probabilities of occurrence of all the words are 485

multiplied against positive and negative sentiments and the 486

higher probability value is used to assign the final polarity. 487

A new document n with polarity p can be determined as [37] 488

P(p|n) ∝ P(p)
∏

(1<k≤nd)

P(tk |p) (5) 489

where P(tk |p) shows the conditional probability whether a 490

term tk appears in a new document whose polarity can be 491

determined as follows 492

P(tk |p) =
count(tk |p)+ 1
count(tp)+ |V |

(6) 493

2) BERNOULLI Naïve BAYES 494

In the BNB classifier, features are presented as independent 495

binary variables which shows whether a term present in the 496

document can be considered or not. This classifier is similar 497

to MNBwith the only difference that MNB inquires about TF 498

whereas BNB determines whether a term is present or absent 499

in the document under consideration. A new document nwith 500

polarity p can be determined as [37] 501

P(p|n) ∝ P(p)
∏

(1<k≤nd)

P(tk |p)(1− P(t ′k |p)) (7) 502

where P(tk |p) shows the conditional probability whether a 503

term tk appears in new document of polarity p and P(t ′k |p) 504

represents conditional probability of non-occurring term tk 505

in new document of polarity p and can be determined as 506

P(tk |p) =
count(tk |p)+ 1
count(Np)+ 2

(8) 507

P(t ′k |p) =
count(t ′k |p)+ 1

count(Np)+ 2
(9) 508

where Np is the total number of documents having a 509

polarity p. 510
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3) LINEAR SUPPORT VECTOR CLASSIFIER511

Linear SVC works on the principle of Structural Risk Mini-512

mization (SRM) with the focus of finding a hyperplane that513

segregates two classes in the input space xk = f k , and w,514

b which are determined by minimizing the loss function. Its515

final equation is given as [38]516

L(w, b)=wtw+ c
∑

max(0, 1− yi(wtF (i)
+b))2 (10)517

4) LOGISTIC REGRESSION518

The LR classifier takes the variables’ vector and determines519

the coefficient for the input expression and then finds the class520

of the text as a word vector. The LR function finds multiple521

linear functions exhibited as522

Logit(P) = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 · · · + βkXk (11)523

where P shows the probability of the occurrence of the524

feature. X1,X2 · · ·Xk shows the value of predictor and525

β1, β2 · · ·βk shows the model’s intercept [39].526

5) RANDOM FORREST527

RF links the arbitrary subspace ideas with bagging. It relies528

on different decision trees powered on moderately distinct529

information sub-sets. It is an ensemble technique based on530

bagging. Moreover, it is capable of categorizing massive531

information. This classifier has low bias and high variability532

which is why it can learn irregular patterns and fit in with its533

training [40].534

6) RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK535

RNN is a DL model and is mostly used for classification.536

It assigns weights to the sequence of previous data points.537

RNN performs better for semantic analysis of data as it con-538

siders the information of previous nodes. It usually contains539

three layers i.e., the input layer, the hidden layer, and an540

output layer which can be formulated as541

xt = F(xt−1, ut , θ) (12)542

where xt represents the state at time t , and ut states input543

at step t . These weights can be used to form an equation544

parameterized by545

xt = Wrecσ (x(t−1))+Winut + b (13)546

where Wrec represents recurrent matrix weight, Win shows547

input weights, b refers to bias, and σ shows element-wise548

function [41].549

7) LONG SHORT TERM MEMORY550

In contrast to RNN, LSTM is more powerful due to its capa-551

bility to resolve the problem of vanishing gradient [42]. It uses552

an activation function to find-long term dependencies and553

diminishes the problem of vanishing gradient with the usage554

of three gates. Besides the input state, it has a call state and555

a hidden state. Additionally, the output probability and the556

activation function are computed at each time stamp. It com-557

putes the input, output, and forget gates using the sigmoid558

function σ . The value of this function ranges from 0 to 1. 559

Forget gate f is used to show information that needs to be 560

removed from the cell C . Whereas input states exhibit the 561

new information that is to be added to the cell state C . The 562

output gate O determines the output based on the sigmoid 563

function [43]. 564

ft = σ (Wf ht−1 + Uf Xt + bf ) (14) 565

it = σ (Wiht−1 + UiXt + bi) (15) 566

Ot = σ (WOht−1 + UOet + bO) (16) 567

8) GATED RECURRENT UNIT 568

It is a variant of LSTM that uses two gates and fewer parame- 569

ters. The one gate is update gate ut which is the combination 570

of input and forget gate while the other gate is reset gate rt that 571

shows relevance with the previous cell state for calculating 572

the next candidate. The state of cell is equivalent to hidden 573

state i.e., tanh layer creates a new candidate vectorC using rt . 574

The equations for GRU are formulated as [43] 575

ut = σ (Wuht−1 + UuXt + bu) (17) 576

rt = σ (Wrht−1 + UrXt + br ) (18) 577

Ct = tanh(Wc · [rt ∗ h(t−1)]+ Ucet + bc) (19) 578

ht = ut ∗ C + (1− ut ) ∗ ht−1 (20) 579

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 580

This section contains the details of the experimental setup, 581

evaluation parameters, and the discussion of experimental 582

results. 583

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 584

In this study, the experiments on the dataset are carried out 585

using the Scikit-learn toolkit, and tweets are classified as 586

positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. For ML models, 587

features are extracted using a TF-IDF vectorizer, and later 588

five classifiers BNB, MNB, LR, RF, and linear SVC are 589

applied for the classification of tweets. For the DL methods, 590

features are extracted using the one-hot encoder, and the 591

classification of tweets is performed using RNN, LSTM, and 592

GRU. These classifiers are trained on cricket data and tested 593

on a football dataset. Moreover, the aforementioned models 594

are applied to both balanced and unbalanced datasets. The 595

ratio of the training and testing dataset is 80% and 20% 596

respectively. Default parameters are used for all experiments 597

on ML classifiers. 598

B. PARAMETER TUNING FOR DEEP LEARNING MODELS 599

For the classification of tweets, parameter tuning of DL mod- 600

els is performed and three deep hidden layers are selected 601

for these models. A drop out of 0.2 is applied to each of 602

the neural layers i.e., LSTM, GRU, and RNN. Moreover, the 603

’Adam’ optimizer is selected with a 0.001 learning rate and 604

default settings as it worked best over other different optimiz- 605

ers. ’Adam’ optimizer has the combined advantages of two 606
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TABLE 3. Parameter tuning for deep learning models.

TABLE 4. Results of word-gram features.

other extensions of stochastic gradient descent i.e., adaptive607

gradient algorithm and root mean square propagation. The608

sequence length is set to 200 and the number of hidden units609

is set to 64. The activation function used is softmax and the610

kernel regularization is set to l2. The value of the embedding611

dimension is set to 300. Table 3 illustrates the parameter612

tuning for DL models.613

C. EVALUATION MEASURES614

For the evaluation of results, different evaluation measures615

i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score are used. Accu-616

racy is the ratio of correctly classified instances to the total617

number of instances; precision is the ratio of the number of618

instances correctly classified as positive to the total number619

of positively classified instances; recall is the ratio of the620

instances that are classified as positive to the total number of621

truly positive instances, and F1-score is the harmonic mean622

of precision and recall [44].623

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(21)624

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(22)625

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(23)626

F1− score =
2× Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(24)627

D. RESULTS 628

CDSA is performed by applying five ML classifiers on both 629

balanced and unbalanced datasets. The experiments are per- 630

formed considering the cricket domain for training and the 631

football domain for testing. Table 4 shows the results by 632

considering word-grams features. For a balanced dataset, 633

BNB with word unigrams gives the best results with accu- 634

racy, precision, recall, and F1 score of 0.62, 0.62, 0.59, and 635

0.61 respectively. Moreover, for an unbalanced dataset also, 636

BNB outperforms other classifiers with accuracy, precision, 637

recall, and F1 score of 0.64, 0.55, 0.67, and 0.60, respectively. 638

LR performs poorly with accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 639

score of 0.36, 0.44, 0.08, and 0.13, respectively for trigram 640

features. 641

Results on the union ofword grams and character grams are 642

shown in Table 5. The maximum length of character grams 643

is selected from 3 to 12. MNB performs best on the balanced 644

dataset in the case of combined unigrams and character grams 645

with accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of 0.61, 0.66, 646

0.52, and 0.58, respectively. For the unbalanced dataset, BNB 647

with combined unigrams and character grams performed best 648

with accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of 0.64, 0.55, 649

0.67, and 0.60, respectively. 650

The performance of MNB for combined trigrams and 651

character-grams is lowest with accuracy, precision, recall, and 652

F1 score of 0.35, 0.29, 0.84, and 0.44, respectively. A possible 653

reason that MNB and BNB show the best performance is that 654

our dataset is comprised of tweets that are small in length in 655
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TABLE 5. Results of combined character-grams and word-gram features.

TABLE 6. Results of the recurrent neural network model.

terms of characters, and these classifiers perform best on the656

text of shorter length. Moreover, our models do not perform657

well on trigram features as the resultant features from trigram658

drastically increase the sparsity of key features, whereas the659

single characters are more suited for our dataset.660

The RNN model is applied by changing the hidden layers661

from 1 to 3 with different batch sizes and epochs to check662

the effects on the classification accuracy. Table 6 shows that663

the highest accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score of 0.72,664

0.74, 0.71, and 0.72, respectively, are achieved by the RNN665

model at layer 1 with a batch size of 16 and epoch size of 7.666

Moreover, at layer 1, batch size of 64 and epochs 7, the same667

accuracy of 0.72, the precision of 0.74, recall of 0.70, and 668

F1 score of 0.72 is achieved. 669

Similarly, by changing the number of hidden layers, batch 670

size, and the number of epochs, the difference in results of 671

the LSTM model can be seen in Table 7. When the number 672

of hidden layers is set to 2 with a batch size of 32 and an 673

epoch of 3, LSTM gives better results as compared to RNN. 674

The highest accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score of 0.76, 675

0.79, 0.72, and 0.75 are achieved respectively. 676

By using different hidden layers, batch size, and the num- 677

ber of epochs the results of the GRU model are shown in 678

Table 8. GRU performed best with one hidden layer, batch 679
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TABLE 7. Results of the long short-term memory model.

TABLE 8. Results of the gated recurrent unit model.

size 32, and with 3 epochs. The highest accuracy achieved by680

GRU is 0.77, precision is 0.83, recall is 0.68, and F1-score681

is 0.75.682

In this study, we attempted to accomplish agreeable accu-683

racy for the task of CDSA as a baseline for future experimen-684

tation. In the case of ML models, the results show that word685

grams gave better results as compared to combined character 686

grams and word grams on our dataset. 687

For DL models, the unbalanced dataset is used because it 688

works better on larger datasets. The results of DL models are 689

better as compared to ML classifiers. Firstly, RNN is applied 690

to our dataset because RNN can link previously learned 691
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information to the current data, which is our requirement692

because context is important in identifying the polarity of693

a sentence. However, RNNs are not able to keep track of694

long-term dependencies therefore, different variants of RNN695

are used, i.e., LSTM and GRU, and observed an increase in696

accuracy.697

The highest accuracy of 77% is achieved by GRU. GRU698

is better than LSTM and RNN because it does not require699

memory units and is faster to train. Moreover, it is observed700

that increasing the number of hidden layers has no significant701

increase in accuracy. It is also observed that by increasing the702

number of epochs, the models start to overfit as the training703

accuracy increases but the testing accuracy is reduced.704

E. COMPARISON WITH STANDARD DATASETS705

To validate the performance of the proposed approach, our706

best performing model i.e., GRU is tested on two existing,707

widely used, standard datasets [5], [45]. The GRU model708

is trained on the dataset comprising the cricket domain and709

tested on the aforementioned standard datasets. Our model710

achieves encouraging results on the dataset of Khan and711

Nizami [45] which indicates that our model can adapt well to712

other datasets. However, the results on the dataset of Mukhtar713

and Khan [5] are not very encouraging. A possible reason714

for low performance is that the proposed model is trained715

on tweets that comprise small sentences containing fewer716

characters whereas the dataset used byMukhtar and Khan [5]717

is composed of large length sentences and is a combination718

of 14 different domains.719

TABLE 9. Performance comparison of the proposed model on standard
datasets.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK720

This work presents an approach to perform cross-domain721

sentiment analysis for the Urdu language. Tweets are col-722

lected from two domains i.e., cricket and football. The source723

domain is cricket, and the target domain is football. Compre-724

hensive guidelines are developed, and tweets are annotated725

with the help of three linguistic experts. Training is performed726

on the cricket domain and testing is performed on the foot-727

ball domain. Classical machine learning and deep learning728

methods are explored for the classification of tweets. For729

machine learning models, five classifiers MNB, BNB, LR,730

RF, and linear SVC are used, and experiments are performed731

on both balanced and unbalanced datasets. BNB outperforms732

all classifiers with accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score733

of 0.62, 0.62, 0.59, and 0.60, respectively, for the balanced734

dataset. Moreover, for an unbalanced dataset also, BNB out-735

performs other classifiers with accuracy, precision, recall,736

and F1 scores of 0.64, 0.55, 0.67, and 0.60, respectively.737

In addition to this, deep learning models i.e., RNN, LSTM, 738

and GRU are also used for the classification task where 739

GRU performs best with accuracy, precision, recall, and 740

F1-score of 0.77, 0.83, 0.68, and 0.75, respectively. Over- 741

all, the performance of deep learning models is higher than 742

the machine learning classifiers. It is also observed that 743

increasing the number of hidden layers has no significant 744

effect on accuracy. To validate our proposed model, our best 745

performing model is tested on two standards, widely used, 746

Urdu datasets. This study serves as the baseline for future 747

research in cross-domain sentiment analysis in low-resource 748

languages like Urdu. In the future, we intend to increase the 749

accuracy of cross-domain sentiment analysis for Urdu. 750
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